
 

         

 

 

 

THE NATURE OF THE ARCH PRINCE’S GOVERNANCE 

 

I have no clue where people manufacture those arguments they have about Christians v 

Homosexuals anyway. I mean it is obvious that people cannot just make out ideas homosexuals 

are not evil people and no body can suggest Christian are not evil because they are.  For 

homosexuals in about 20 seconds of coming across them, they have taken over all that you have 

worked for in your life at the point where you are so skilled at it and it shows on you and started 

fascists contentions at the end, despite the fact they have done that thing they do on your tummy 

and started calling on the rest of society to stand with them and fight for something they have 

fucked. For Christians, you like money when they see they have trapped you somewhere and 

they are t cure you and hence you are to fight everything especially circular society for them to 

have condition to claim benefits because somebody else which is in their family has something 

better and if not, they are planning that they do by robbing you, which will continue until you 

decide you have had enough and no body is going home until all that stuff ends up in the hands 

of big business. The problem is that I get targeted all the time by these people because I neither 

play homosexual or evil Christian and I can only get on whenever I do things to them which hurt 

them badly enough to get them out of my way when I am on to some urgent issue and when this 

becomes the way to handle my job they expect to get violent for their part, the Politicians and 

business men however being the ones who brought it to this in the first place. Especially the 

business men feeling they will rope as many rich people into it as possible then rob me of my 



Royal Estate all together at the end, which is why I currently handle them in the same way like 

they presume to handle me and do not even allow their society scum get away with an opinion 

about me on public media which is either vain or wrong-then again which is absolutely the right 

thing to do and the stupid girls who think they can use me to get rich as they feel they have used 

me to get connected to business men and rich people enough to be business women in their own 

right are currently making as much noise as they do because they are not homeless yet; for now 

making out ideas they belonged in secrete societies when they were at collage and therefore very 

powerful and of course are certain when they tell me they have got a heart then there is nothing I 

can do which is exactly the same thing i.e. we love to attack your income because first there is 

nothing you can do because you are a Christian and even if you wanted to do anything about it 

everybody knows you are one of those men that is a failure in a world where people have to be 

successful with distractions all around them who then thinks he can handle distractions for others 

for a living and even so cannot even do the violence either, hence failure on all counts and of 

course it has no way of stopping peacefully as we have seen in the last decade with my income, 

so that her little insolent men might eventually do pornography.  

In the end an assessment of all their insolence will reveal that what they had was having and 

taking up a top job without handling or dealing with any of the social issues and what I had to 

deal with was the generation gap issue of young people telling me some of them were meant to 

get rich and others were to fight and that we will share the money later-which always happens as 

it were; so generally there is never any respect around here whatsoever. 

I for my part tend to discuss it because I plan to mess up their lives as well, which if I do now 

will see them recover because they have job experience and qualifications with them ,so when 

they are near their retirement is always the right time; just like I was vulnerable to them just for 

turning 18. This I do not just because they have their own social class and need to stay out of my 

life but also because there is no known way of telling them that for all those things they have 

abused me into looking like I can give up all the time, which they also feel I should reward by 

giving up things I look like I can give up, what they are asking me to do is give my career to 

them so they can look like they solve social problems of a top job they got, so that those who 

earn more money than me might not do something which brings them below me (with a big 

mouth)-hence these things are always done with power. Where on earth they got the idea they 

have a better job than I do in the first place, when they are the ones who attack and destroy my 

beautiful money all the time, ruining millions to earn thousands and thousands to earn hundreds 

which is very annoying but never the less talking nonsense all over the place, like they can give 

to others. 

What I did with their last socialists government was that in the fact of all that organised 

alternative robbery, where they tell me I refuse to allow people rob me whenever they want 

because I want them to end up in prison and  will be forced to make it available to them, I have 

been grabbing something that is important to them too, which is their society, culture and all 

things associated with it, which I can now exclude them from to deal with their corruptions; 



which also expresses my feelings about those regular community meetings they have, for the 

purpose of planning how they will go out and grab stuff and the fact it has taken a toll on the 

country and that they will make me do things as they like to claim they will, somewhere in hell 

(with a big mouth).  Hence I regularly manage them as a problem by grabbing it, fizzling it into a 

few words and paragraphs and flogging it off in a corner along with my securities . 

Their great debate is that I never do anything with black people, whom if I allow get away with 

things they have done to expose my work to the evils of their society at the embryonic stage and 

then fail to protect it from institutional racism because they can point fingers at me when it is no 

longer theirs to use as they please as well, thereafter formed a habit of doing something to set me 

up for institutional racism which they have never helped anybody out of in their stupid lives, all 

the way to Washington;  making up ideas about the successful kid that is the rival and must be 

tamed with their wickedness that does nothing for anybody, then it is never going to stop or 

change. I just want to cut off all links with them and start a new life somewhere else, with new 

friends and people and need them to stop following me around embarrassing me everywhere I go 

to detach me from friends and allies I make in my job, which doing so also robs me of my 

income-so they can claim their evils can make people rich or poor but never makes them, to tell 

me to do what they say and make a reason out of it to talk nonsense in public places trying to 

make a future out of it, which they suppose they deserve too because I am black; which is all 

something they do each time my life which they have messed up badly gets any better as if it 

belongs to them.  

They claim to be stopping white women from having my babies which also suggests they think 

they own this country-whoever required their opinion but are always rather very clear about how 

they will use pregnant women in their societies to distract me all the time and rob me of anything 

they feel like, especially my job and studies, which they can grab for their stupid kids, whose 

western nonsense I had enough of and took away some time ago, which I don’t have with me 

anymore hence such vanities I cannot give it back and they can go to hell as far as I am 

concerned.  Next time they distract me from my studies and it will not go as well for them as it 

has gone in the last couple of years anyway all together. 

Of course they can ask what I am going to do, for which I wonder if they play those insults of 

theirs where they ostracise m from black society because they can handle it or do because they 

are terrified of me.  Currently I am young enough with enough energy to run round and cover my 

tracks and a point will come when I am too old for it and they will have to find the young people 

that will do the murders and go to prison for it, not tell me I am surrounded by normal people but 

write rude books, when I have been clear I never write books because I am Royalty. I am clear 

about the fact I write equities which all can see are not perfect pieces of commercial literature, as 

I would never get away with imperfect pieces of commercial literature and do not require the 

opinions or help of their corrupt white idiots on the left whom as I mentioned earlier will make 

me do things with their big mouth somewhere in hell, as it is just impossible when they are 



around for me, to control what opinions people have of me especially when it has to do with 

doing things. 

In the end it is supposed I am way so bothered about the things they talk about on public media 

which I am not in anyway whatsoever. Since it is clear that criminals are having revenge on me 

every single day, ruining my work and market place due to things I do to rob them of their 

crimes. Where the revenge will have to be however is that a decade ago it was all about the boy 

that will be made to do things when he is told, not when he feels it is right, which progressed to 

the bullying that is based on those who have things they should be doing for money but save it 

and tease everybody with it which is always combined with the claim some people cannot make 

it in the real world and all they achieve belongs to everybody, now a decade down the line and it 

was criminal have revenge because I rob them of their crimes all along. I have no idea whom 

they suppose is playing with them; especially in the Music industry; which is not so bad these 

days because ever since I had protected my female friends from them and they had begun to 

attack me to peddle my personal life instead, it had ended in a place where I spend all those Pop 

music history they have, so they can get around making money with my work cleaning up after 

themselves whenever they have caused trouble, which does PR for me and the only problem 

being the PR is so intense and unasked for that I find it difficult to control and or manage it, 

which is why it must be limited. None are new things. 

Their MPs on the other hand always build up stupid opinions in public places which people can 

have about me, that has to do with things I will do and the fact I don’t allow people steal my 

income via stealing my work and market, which is the only way they can be thieves without 

going to prison is because I want them to go to prison and so beating them up so they can seek an 

ever lasting fight which they claim has to do with confidence needed to do their jobs does not 

seem like such a farfetched idea these days. 

So do I think they have rights? Of course they have rights when the obsession with attacking my 

finances is entirely a function of making up reputations for me that I am a selfish and stingy 

person and we all know that for them, it is all in a days business, which I am supposed to allow 

happen, so they can get connected to rich people and get rich then talk rubbish at me with 

fascism. So yes, they do have rights. 

I am not worried about those notions of theirs they have money and I want it badly; its utter 

nonsense, naturally I want their stuff and as they can see I want it so badly I crack all the time, so 

why don’t they get themselves out of my way which they have been for the last decade anyway? 

In any case of which it is impossible to earn money from what I know and then it’s impossible to 

earn from the Royal Estate and its friends and alliances I was given by the Queen because people 

appear on public television. I mean it’s only the Christian they can beat as it were; the media v 

the Liberal enemy (bloody cowards) and it will not end amicably as it were. When they have 

taken the authority from me, of course the violent people will be able to get out of hand by which 

time they will be pinning me down to rule over me in order to create a hierarchy. Not to mention 



the fact we are always dragged back into talking about multiculturalism by which they will soon 

undo every single security they had and suppose they will cause me suffering to rebuild it with a 

big girly mouth. 

The back stage media versions of them with tough exteriors and bullying habits who never find 

their level claim I fuck their wives all the time and these are just defences they created for 

themselves, which I don’t see a problem with anyway; the simple matter is that they fuck my 

wife so I fuck theirs as well; they marry their own and put her at home planning to abuse it to get 

rich, so they pay it no attention whatsoever and go around fucking mine, the one I plan to marry 

for which I must be entangled in such great cash flow crisis I am unable to go out and meet 

people, hence remain single for such a long time so they can fuck. The difference here is that 

they earn my money as it stands as well, which I must say is not so bad because I am aware it is 

the way vicious insolent little people behave when they want to be nasty but it is what gives them 

all that stupid confidence and it will not end amicably because they have got stupid media; from 

their stand point it is mainly because they will get off from here to have anal sex with a girl to 

control their wives and when their wives belong in my Court, they think it really bothers me; I 

mean does it? I can understand they have anal sex with girls to control their wives but they have 

been choosing my friends for me with their big mouth because they choose their wives own. 

Finally, they claim everything that comes from my lips is filthy, I think there is nothing filthy 

about what comes from my lips. They are possessed with evil spirits and I am not casting out 

their demons; these days I have so much power they cannot go into Pornographic industry to do 

what they like anymore or use their wickedness to black mail me and get rich serving evil 

business men anymore: claiming it is because I refused to cast out their demons and get trapped 

in Church while somebody steals my work and gets off to get rich with it corrupting the world; 

which was my revenge when they distracted me off my studies with their evil culture and the 

powers of impressing upon me things I should be doing which is violent all the time. So they 

have to get normal jobs these days and the only way to get normal jobs and stay possessed is to 

vote evil socialists who talk nonsense all the time. I am sure they understand whacking people 

over the head in the financial centre so they can sign away millions and get into court rooms to 

claim it was the culture that made it all go wrong, when we know its all corruption, but by then it 

must have become an art form in the court of Law. So in the end they will support evil 

businesses because I refused to cast out their demons and as it were the whole process of yapping 

about filth that comes from my mouth will help. In the end when we talk about stingy; there is no 

normal world issue involved, the older men are so selfish they would never tolerate other people 

spending their money, let alone spend it and ruin them, then get on public media and insult them 

on a daily basis to make them do things, the younger ones just feel that somebody is so well 

behaved their parents inheritance will pass to such a person; so when I write my books and say 

the things I say I tend to rob them of any means of impressing their friends, which is the main 

deal-except that the older men who ruin my finances to force me to do these things never buy the 



books anyway, hence I do it according to the corruptions they dish out; when they mess up my 

studies again all hell will break loose-what they did 4 years ago was the last straw. 

This is not some kind of racist issue, the reason they claim it is, is that I am not spending so 

much of my time oppressing them; so for now since I cannot be famous they will be-famous and 

clumsy and all instead, since I cannot pass my exams they will attend the school and pass it:- at 

some point their evil socialist Politics will decide what they want to do about those two issues to 

ensure they are able to win elections.  

MPs refusing to stand firm on their decisions and Policies because the Monarchy has been using 

people like me to get out of hand is absolute nonsense. When people want to spend other 

people’s money on themselves and feel the person is so inferior they cannot ask lest their 

superiority be depleted, neither will any body care because they are inferior, then they must first 

make sure they can beat them and take it or make sure such a person is meeting all their needs 

lest they lose their head. Except that if the person is meeting all their needs, their minds will be at 

peace and there will be nothing to grab because they have ceased to look like they can give 

things up, for they refuse to give up their faith despite explosion of new evils and new 

homosexuality in the world because of and over it . So except they want to loose their civil 

rights, they will do well to leave me alone; I have warned them they are them and then the moral 

things they do-I am moral and then the moral things I do, so I would love to get on with my life 

without the world knowing I exist, except I was doing something directly concerned with the 

gospel but they will drag me out and play sweet homosexual violence because they have gone 

and gotten themselves a top job for which the social issues they have done nothing about and 

need something scared to fuck around and even when it is not happening, the perceptions are still 

used to create the idea it is happening on public television. Hence they get away with it anyway 

and this is what I swear they will pay for, while they think I have all that power to make them 

pay but will never use it because they have ordered me not to . It has nothing to do with the 

Monarchy in anyway just like their insolent nonsense about the youth that will enforce the 

respect I need to give to older people thing, with a big mouth. 

It has nothing to do with anything; when people want to enforce a condition where God is 

respecter of man whether the Christian likes it or not, they should be prepared for the fact the 

Politician will say something and it will never be enforced because a nobody has been going 

around grabbing social power that he will not give up in hell, neither does he want to pay the 

price for this power that they dream up since he is not their mate or plaything as it were or that 

when people are homosexuals and want to have homosexual sex, they will never have it because 

the Christian feels they should not; let them fight-for there is no reason they are so insulting and 

of course it never has a reason or purpose except the fact they have access to my books or 

aspects of my life they can destroy if I insult them, which they think I don’t to theirs as well-such 

things being what they think about all the time. For my part I do not require access to their 

income or career as they must work and it is never enough anyway. 



I get messages my books are a hard sell from them all the time which is utter nonsense as if they 

sell it as a book written by a Royal Prince it will sell or if they sell it on the basis of my job of 

selling securities which thereby involves telling people when it is safe to and when it is not safe 

to invest it will sell, in like manner there are many other permissive ways of selling it such as 

selling it to students. 
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